CAT IN THE HAT KNOWS A LOT ABOUT THAT!
Nick and Sally set off on a safari with The Cat in the Hat to find all kinds of stripes. Along the way, Sally and Nick discover that stripes mean different things to different animals.

CYBERCHASE
In trying to help the Penguin inhabitants stop Hacker, the kids and Digit find themselves trapped in an icy cave. They must master the principles of bouncing in order to escape. They succeed, and manage to stop Hacker from stealing the Prism. Or do they??

READY JET GO!
Mindy can't sleep one night, having been kept awake by a sweet, strong smell from outside. At the same time, Mitchell is investigating what kept him up last night. In the end, there's a common source - the Moonflower, which only blooms at night, after sundown.

HERO ELEMENTARY
Sparks' Crew investigates mysterious purple plants that keeps popping up all over Citytown. Where are these plants coming from? And how do they stop them?

SID THE SCIENCE KID
When the decorations of a young girl's birthday party are suddenly whisked away, Spark' Crew wonder if this is the work of InvisiGirl. But once investigating further, they learn that something more natural might be the cause of this mayhem.

SPLASH AND BUBBLES: ONE BIG OCEAN!
Catch the current and embark on an underwater adventure with Splash and Bubbles! In One Big Ocean, Splash, Bubbles, Ripple, and Dunk journey across the sea to help a friendly young sea turtle named Scoot. Along the way, the Reeftown friends learn that all creatures are interconnected and even small gestures can have a great ripple effect on their friends and neighbors - even their entire oceanic community! Everyone must work together to take care of the vast ocean they call home.

HERO ELEMENTARY
AJ invents a wheeled robot that can do everything... except get up stairs. Sparks' Crew has to figure out how to get the robot up the stairs in time for the big Invention Fair.

CYBERCHASE
On the prowl for a new power source, Hacker's first task is to get star student Shari Spotter out of his way. He entraps Shari in Merlin's Maze by blocking her path with a series of heavy stone slabs. In their rescue mission, the kids work together to take care of the vast ocean they call home.

SUMMER ENRICHMENT: PREK- GRADE 2
Watch WHYY-TV 12
Monday, 6/29 - Friday, 7/8
Weekdays at 1 PM

Click here to download the WHYY at-home summer fun activity guide!